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Since his pasing in 1981, Bob Marley's music, like tribal drumming, has been sending out a

message of love and freedom for all humanity. Twenty years later, Julia and Robert Roskind

traveled to Jamaica to learn more about Rastafari-the people and philosophy that inspired his

music. Their life-changing odyssey through the towns, villages and mountains of this beautiful

island, revealed not only the Rasta way of life but an ancient mystery as well. "RASTA HEART"

is truly a journey into One Love."Riveting... An incredible adventure that reveals the true

essence of Rasta!" Dr. Dennis Forsythe author of "Rastafarians:The Healing of the

Nations.""Engaging . . . a heartfelt exploration." Steve Heilig, BEAT Magazine"A book of

wisdom and joy." Sirron Kyles, founder of Annual Bob Marley Festival TourRobert Roskind is

the author of 9 books, many written with indigenous elders (Native Americans, Rastafarians &

Mayan), that teach One Love - unconditional love. Along with his wife, Julia, they have hosted

over 130 One Love Events in the U.S. and Jamaica, including their "Gathering of the

Peacemakers" - held several times a year in the U.S. and Guatemala. For more info check out

their website at www.OneLOvePress.com.

"Riveting... An incredible adventure that reveals the true essence of Rasta!" -- Dr. Dennis

Forsythe author of"Riveting... An incredible adventure that reveals the true essence of Rasta!"

Dr. Dennis Forsythe, "Rastafarians: Healing of The Nation." -- Dr. Dennis Forsythe, Oct 15,

2001 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorRobert Roskind is a writer and speaker. His ten books include "In the Spirit of Business"

and "In the Spirit of Marriage," both teaching unconditional love. He lives in the Blue Ridge

Mountains of North Carolina with his wife, Julia, and their daughter, Alicia. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Rasta Heart:A Journey Into One Loveby Robert RoskindCopyright 2001 by Robert Allen

Roskind This edition published in 2001 by One Love Press1-56522-074-9All rights reserved.

No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means,

including information storage or retrieval systems, without permission in writing from the

publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages.One Love PressP.O. Box

2142Blowing Rock, North Carolina, USA (828) 295-4610 FAX: (828) 294-6901 email:

roskind@boone.net Website: www.rastaheart.comBooks By Robert RoskindMiracle in Jamaica

SeriesRasta Heart: A Journey Into One Love The Gathering of the Healers: The Healing of the

Nation The Fire of Forgiveness: The Healing of the NationOther BooksA Psychedelic Odyssey:

Memoirs of an Ex-Hippie In The Spirit Of MarriageIn The Spirit of BusinessBuilding Your Own

HouseBefore You BuildThe Complete Disaster Home Preparation GuideI-dicationThis book is I-

dicated to the Rastas of Jamaica. Thank you for holding the light so long and so

strong.AcknowledgmentsTo my wife, Julia, for her insights, wisdom and companionship on this

journey;To Scram for being our guide, our friend, our brother and our coworker;To my daughter,

Alicia, for opening her heart to everyone and being so much fun;To my daughter, Julie, for

always showing me an example of One Love;To my editors, Natalie Foreman and JD Dooley,

for their suggestions, insights, corrections and encouragement and Jeannie C. Parker for proof

reading and polishing the jewel;To Robert Davie for his support and willingness to keep his

heart open;To Jonathan Gullery for a fiery cover;To Clive Panton for helping me begin this

odyssey;To all the people in this book, Scram, Renny, Trevor Munroe, Dennis Forsythe, Marcia

Henry, Bell, Irman, Bongo Roach, Red, JAH Priest, JAH LandSea, Red, Kevin Pauling,

Bookson, George, Wallace and Ray Sterling, Blood, JAH T, and Ras Thomas, who contributed

their information and wisdom.PrefaceIn this book we are going to go on a journey together, not

just a physical journey but a spiritual odyssey as well. We are going to take several trips to

Jamaica to meet a few Rastas. I can tell you that we will be changed by this journey. You

cannot spend time with these people, either in person or through these pages, and not be

profoundly touched and transformed by your association with them. I have seldom, if ever,

witnessed a faith or belief system that brings the joy, health, clarity and wisdom that Rastafari

does.Before we begin our journey there are three questions I want to briefly address even

though they are answered in full in the book. The three questions are: “What is Rastafari?”

“Who is Bob Marley?” and “What is the goal of this book?”
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our guide, our friend, our brother and our coworker;To my daughter, Alicia, for opening her

heart to everyone and being so much fun;To my daughter, Julie, for always showing me an

example of One Love;To my editors, Natalie Foreman and JD Dooley, for their suggestions,

insights, corrections and encouragement and Jeannie C. Parker for proof reading and polishing

the jewel;To Robert Davie for his support and willingness to keep his heart open;To Jonathan

Gullery for a fiery cover;To Clive Panton for helping me begin this odyssey;To all the people in

this book, Scram, Renny, Trevor Munroe, Dennis Forsythe, Marcia Henry, Bell, Irman, Bongo

Roach, Red, JAH Priest, JAH LandSea, Red, Kevin Pauling, Bookson, George, Wallace and

Ray Sterling, Blood, JAH T, and Ras Thomas, who contributed their information and

wisdom.PrefaceIn this book we are going to go on a journey together, not just a physical

journey but a spiritual odyssey as well. We are going to take several trips to Jamaica to meet a

few Rastas. I can tell you that we will be changed by this journey. You cannot spend time with

these people, either in person or through these pages, and not be profoundly touched and

transformed by your association with them. I have seldom, if ever, witnessed a faith or belief

system that brings the joy, health, clarity and wisdom that Rastafari does.Before we begin our

journey there are three questions I want to briefly address even though they are answered in

full in the book. The three questions are: “What is Rastafari?” “Who is Bob Marley?” and “What

is the goal of this book?”Dr. Vernon Carrington, a Rasta leader and founder of The Twelve

Tribes of Israel sect describes Rastafari as follows:“It is up to each and every one to find the

right path in this time. Rastafari is not a faith which can be converted to, in the sense that one

can convert to Christianity. There is no one day which someone wakes up and says, ‘I think I’ll

become a Rastafarian.’ Rastafari is a way of life which has to be lived.The feeling of the spirit is

like a wave traveling through the soul. A 1wave which only reveals itself stage after stage.

Rastafari is a life, and as in life, you learn as you live. No one person can say, ‘This is exactly

what the Rastafari doctrine is,’ because the beauty of the faith is that it is seen through the eyes

of the beholder, not through the eyes of a priest, vicar or pope.When one declares themselves

to any faith, people will always ask them, ‘How long have you been a ..........?’ In the case of

Rastafari, people don’t realize how complex this question is. How long? When was the exact

point of realizing my true life’s foundation?...As you grow, you learn certain things and your

eyes open just that little bit wider. It’s the same thing with Rastafari. It’s not a doctrine which

people have to memorize and recite in mantra or a text on which we will be tested. The test is

how we live our life, with Rastafari in our hearts... Rasta is a philosophy which reveals itself in

stages; a feeling, a vibe, a science, a quote, an ideology, a picture, an outlook, a history, a life...

Rastafari is about learning. We realize that life has many mysteries and JAH (God) lets us

know as much as we need to know at any given time. This is how we learn...It is this outlook to

which Rastafari becomes more than a doctrine, religion or even faith; it is a way of life which,

like life itself, continues to grow in mind, body and spirit... Rasta is not a hair doctrine or a race

doctrine, it is a doctrine which it so pure it is open to be embraced by anyone and everyone,

regardless of appearance.”1Many Rastas live in Jamaica, a tropical paradise, with few worldly

possessions and little contact with our commercialized world, the world of Babylon––where

nothing is free. They eat mostly organic fruits and vegetables and practice a faith of universal

love for all humanity––One Love. On our journey we will experience some of the joy and clarity

this lifestyle has awakened in them.Years ago, Rastas were persecuted by the Jamaican

government and society and to some degree they still are. Almost anyone wearing dreadlocks

(long mats of washed, but uncombed, hair) does so as a testament to their faith. Now that

Rastas are becoming respected and are a draw for many tourists, many “wolves” in Jamaica

are now wearing real or fake dreads, to exploit this interest. We have bypassed these and



soughtIIthose who are reaching high, the ones who are expressing One Love.That JAH wanted

Rasta beliefs to be understood and embraced worldwide is clear. He chose Bob Marley as its

messenger. It would be hard to imagine a more powerful medium. His music is a global

drumming, calling together an international tribe of people to manifest universal love of all

humanity.Consider the following: Over 300 million of his records, tapes and CDs have been

sold worldwide. His album, Exodus, was chosen by Time magazine in 1999 as “Album of the

Century.” The New York Times wrote, “Marley is the most influential artist of the second half of

the 20th century” and when they chose one video to epitomize the past century to be

preserved in a time capsule, they chose Bob Marley Live at the Rainbow, London, 1977. His

song “One Love” was chosen as the “Anthem of the Millennium” by the BBC.He could draw

180,000 in Milan one night and 100,000 in Dublin the next. On one six-month, twelve-city tour,

he performed for more than a million fans. From 1976 until his death in 1981, his concerts were

sold out wherever he appeared, especially in Third World countries, where his appearance was

seen as a symbol of hope for eventual liberation from tyranny and poverty. He also has a

strong following in places such as South and Central America, Germany, Japan, the

Netherlands, Europe and the United States.The Hava Supai Indians, who have lived in relative

near isolation for centuries on the floor of the Grand Canyon in the United States, listen to him

almost exclusively. In the early 1970s, film director Jo Menell, visited the Hava Supais, while

making a documentary on Marley. He said, “They have listened to everything Bob ever sang

and everybody down there has a small tape recorder and there is always a Bob Marley tape in

that. They actually believe that Bob is a prophet and that he is alive and talking to them.”2His

appearance in New York’s Central Park Schaefer Music Festival caused a near riot when he

left the stage, a problem that was later repeated at many of his concerts. In the 1970s, on one

of his first tours in the U.S., he performed as a warmup act for the then-popular Sly and the

Family Stone. After several shows, Sly had him removed from the tour, knowing it was

impossible for him to top Marley’s commanding perIIIformance. To honor Marley, Stevie

Wonder, then the most popular star in the Third World, approached Bob about performing with

him in Kingston. The benefit concert, on October 11, 1975, was the last time the original

Wailers played together (Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and Bunny Livingston). Soon after, Bob

replaced Wonder as the Third World’s most popular superstar. Wonder’s popular song “Master

Blaster” is dedicated to Bob.In 1978 he was awarded the Third World Peace Medal by the

United Nations. His song “Zimbabwe” was the rallying song for the freedom fighters in that

country as they fought for, and eventually won, their independence from England. As the Third

World’s first superstar, he was asked to perform in 1980 at the Zimbabwe Independence

celebration in front of 40,000 fans, the only foreign entertainer to do so. Bob’s song “No

Woman No Cry” is still sung as a lullaby by Third World people everywhere.
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(long mats of washed, but uncombed, hair) does so as a testament to their faith. Now that

Rastas are becoming respected and are a draw for many tourists, many “wolves” in Jamaica

are now wearing real or fake dreads, to exploit this interest. We have bypassed these and
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strong following in places such as South and Central America, Germany, Japan, the

Netherlands, Europe and the United States.The Hava Supai Indians, who have lived in relative

near isolation for centuries on the floor of the Grand Canyon in the United States, listen to him

almost exclusively. In the early 1970s, film director Jo Menell, visited the Hava Supais, while

making a documentary on Marley. He said, “They have listened to everything Bob ever sang

and everybody down there has a small tape recorder and there is always a Bob Marley tape in

that. They actually believe that Bob is a prophet and that he is alive and talking to them.”2His

appearance in New York’s Central Park Schaefer Music Festival caused a near riot when he

left the stage, a problem that was later repeated at many of his concerts. In the 1970s, on one

of his first tours in the U.S., he performed as a warmup act for the then-popular Sly and the

Family Stone. After several shows, Sly had him removed from the tour, knowing it was

impossible for him to top Marley’s commanding perIIIformance. To honor Marley, Stevie

Wonder, then the most popular star in the Third World, approached Bob about performing with

him in Kingston. The benefit concert, on October 11, 1975, was the last time the original

Wailers played together (Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and Bunny Livingston). Soon after, Bob

replaced Wonder as the Third World’s most popular superstar. Wonder’s popular song “Master

Blaster” is dedicated to Bob.In 1978 he was awarded the Third World Peace Medal by the

United Nations. His song “Zimbabwe” was the rallying song for the freedom fighters in that

country as they fought for, and eventually won, their independence from England. As the Third

World’s first superstar, he was asked to perform in 1980 at the Zimbabwe Independence

celebration in front of 40,000 fans, the only foreign entertainer to do so. Bob’s song “No

Woman No Cry” is still sung as a lullaby by Third World people everywhere.Though there have

been other international mega-stars like Elvis Presley, Michael Jackson, Madonna and Elton

John, and even a few, like The Beatles and Bob Dylan, who wrote, and sang, their own songs

to carry a message, none compare to the impact of Marley. As Roger Steffens noted in his

recent article on Marley on the PBS’s February 2001 Website,”..you don’t see thousands of

Maori and Tongans and Fijians gathering annually to pay honor to Louis Armstrong; you don’t

witness phalanxes of youths wandering the world sporting Louis Armstrong t-shirts. In fact, big

as the Beatles were, you hardly see any Beatle shirts around anymore, except for those few

featuring John Lennon’s sorrow-inducing visage. Can you imagine an image of Elvis sewn onto



the sleeve of an armed guerrilla? When was the last time you saw a Michael Jackson flag or a

Bob Dylan sarong or Madonna rolling papers? All of these exist in Marleyite forms, his

iconography well nigh a new universal language, the symbol, as Jack Healey of Amnesty

International continues to tell people, of freedom throughout the world.”Though we had not

planned it this way, the book is really divided into two parts. In the first part, our trips to

Jamaica were centered around discovering the core philosophy, lifestyle and history of the

Rastafarians. In a way this was the theory for One Love, the class workIVif you will. In the

second part, the lab work, explores our attempts to apply this knowledge to real life

relationships. During this part of the book various individuals, and an ancient mystery, were

introduced into our odyssey so that we could put One Love into practice. In looking back, each

of these individuals seem to represent an “archetype” of the various relationships we all

struggle with on our journey to One Love.––Robert Roskind Blowing Rock, October.

2001Suggested artists to listen to while reading this book: LucianoMorgan

HeritageBushmanAbijahBeres HammondBurning SpearTony RebelKymani Marley1. Interview

with Dr. Vernon Carrington (The Beloved PROPHET GAD), July 13th,1997 on Jamaican radio

station IRIE FM’s Running Africa.2. Malika Lee Whitney and Dermott Hussey, Bob Marley:

Reggae King Of The World, (Kingston Publishing Limited, 1984), p.127, quoting an interview

with Jo Menell.VChapter 1Rafting With Verley“There’s a natural mystic floating through the air.

If you listen carefully now, you will hear”––Bob Marley, Lyrics from “Natural Mystic”Our journey

began as a simple family vacation, nothing more. We had no idea it would lead to a series of

events that would change all our lives forever. My wife, Julia, our fourteen-year olddaughter,

Alicia, our thirty-year old daughter, Julie, and I had decided on Jamaica. We had never visited

the island but had heard many good stories from friends and relatives. After almost a year’s

work, I was just finishing up my latest book and was looking forward to a pleasant intrusion into

my otherwise hermit-like author’s existence. I was also pondering my life’s next step.I searched

the Net and discovered a great package deal for flights and rooms at Club Jamaica, a hotel in

Ocho Rios. On the beach in the middle of downtown, the facility was relaxed and within walking

distance of shopping areas and nightclubs. Our vacation drifted by slowly and pleasantly. Our

days were spent laying around the pool, shopping, parasailing, riding jet skis and snorkeling. It

was a typical vacation to a Caribbean island.However, throughout the week we had noticed

that several of the waiters at the hotel emanated a kind of calm certainty and kindness. All of

us had been impressed by this quality and had remarked about it many times among

ourselves. I had even asked two of our waiters about their spiritual path, knowing this type of

peace is seldom obtainable without one. At first they laughed and avoided the question, telling

us that the management did not allow them to discuss politics or religion with the guests.

Finally, they confided in us that they were Rastafarians who had cut their hair in order to get

their jobs. I had heard of the Rastafarians but only knew the basics, mainly that they were very

spiritual, smoked ganja (marijuana) and wore dreadlocks.For the last day, I made plans for

Julia and I to take a ten-hour excursion to visit some sights near Port Antonio, an oceanside

town about two hours east. The tour included a stop at the Blue Lagoon, a lush 140-foot deep

aqua green grotto, lunch on a secluded beach at Frenchman’s Cove and the grand finale, a

three-hour rafting trip down the Rio Grande River.The tour company picked us up at the hotel

around eight in the morning. The 15-person mini-bus was filled with young English and

Australian tourists. We were the last pickup and the only seats available were the two front

seats. The seating allowed Julia and I to quickly become friends with the female tour guide,

Perine, and the driver, John, both Jamaicans in their twenties.As we talked during the tour,

Perine and John told us they also were Rastas. As we drove to Port Antonio, Perine and John



told us about their faith. I was impressed with how effectively this way of life seemed to be

creating joy and peace. Julia and I have been spiritual seekers most of our adult lives studying

both traditional and non-traditional spiritual paths. Our search had produced many benefits.

However, I was still impatient with the overall results.After the swim in the Blue Lagoon and

lunch at Frenchman’s Cove, our bus drove up the mountains to the rafting area. A few minutes

into the trip on the winding roads, Julia got car sick and asked John to pull over so that she

could take a breather. After we reboarded, Perine told us not to worry, that once we got up to

the rafts she had just what Julia needed.Fifteen minutes later, we pulled into the small rafting

office at Berridale. About twenty captains with their rafts were hanging around the river’s edge.

Perine told Julia and I to stay behind as she arranged for the other six couples to be assigned

raft captains and we waited until they were out of sight around the first bend. Then she told the

raft dispatcher that she wanted Verley Valentine as our captain. As we walked out to meet him,

Perine handed Julia a small ganja spliff (the equivalent of a large marijuana joint) and some

matches.“Wit’ dis and Verley, yah will feel much bettah by de end of de trip. Ya see,” she said

with an impish grin.Perine called his name and Verley came strolling out of the nearby bamboo

thicket. They greeted each other warmly and chatted in patois, which is a mixture of Pidgin

English plus some Rastafarian slang. Officially, English is the language of Jamaica but the

island is really bilingual. Patois is more widely spoken, especially in the rural areas or by the

poorer citizens. Often interspersed with witty proverbs and off-color idioms to outwit the

listener, it is a very musical dialect, with its own unique rhythm and cadence. As one author has

described it, Jamaicans talking sound pleasantly like a “child’s ball bouncing down the

stairs.”Since they were speaking patois, I had no idea what Verley and Perine said to each

other but their laughter and smiles needed no translation. Verley had the face of a 50-year old

and the trim muscular body of a man half that age. When he first walked out of the bamboo he

looked a little serious but once he started to smile and laugh I knew he was a kind, gentle soul.

He ushered us to the river’s edge where his raft was tied and, like a king, assisted us on to his

raft.We waved goodbye to Perine and pushed off from the bank. Verley started to slowly pole

us down the river. As we rounded the first bend I lit up the spliff. Smoking herb is rare for me

and much rarer for Julia. Though I had smoked my share in the counterculture years of the 60s

and 70s, now I only smoked a few times a year, mostly with friends. Julia, who has a strong

reaction to almost any substance, had smoked herb maybe five times in her life. But, hey! We

were in Jamaica poling down a drop-dead beautiful river through the majestic jungle-covered

Blue Mountains. The Rio Grande is crystal clear unless it’s been raining. You can float for six

miles through beautiful tropical rain forests on twenty-foot rafts made of large bamboo poles

tied together by wire. There is a low bamboo chair toward the back that can hold two people,

maybe three if one is a child. Each raft is guided by its captain, specially trained to take you

down the usually slow-moving river.“Hey, Verley, want a toke?” I asked after awhile.“No, mon,”

he said turning toward us with a smile. “I used ta smoke eight spliffs a day but me quit two

years ago.”“Why’d you quit?” Julia asked.“I ‘ad some stomach problems. I doan’t t’ink it was

because of de ganja but I quit smokin’ and drinkin’ alcohol because de doctor said ta. But it

alright wit’ me if yah smoke it. No problem, mon.”We all lapsed into a comfortable silence as

Julia and I inhaled a few hits from our spliff, drifting along enjoying the quiet and beauty of the

surroundings with the ganja deepening the sense of peace. I soon learned Jamaican ganja is

much more powerful than the marijuana commonly smoked in the States. The weed has been

grown throughout the island since 1845 when it was brought there by indentured laborers from

India. Though it was outlawed early on, it is estimated that over 60 percent of Jamaicans, from

all social and economic strata, smoke it.As we floated down the river, Verley gently began to



sing a popular Harry Belafonte song from the 1950s, “Jamaica Farewell”:Down the way where

the nights are gay And the sun shines daily on the mountain top I took a trip on a sailing ship

And when I reach Jamaica I made a stopBut I’m sad to say, I’m on my way Won’t be back for

many a day My heart is down, my head is turning around I had to leave a little girl in Kingston

townHe had a deep clear voice and blended seamlessly with the surroundings, more like

hearing a native bird sing than a human. Julia and I quietly joined him and then we all drifted

back into a silence broken only by the gentle lapping of the river against the bamboo raft.“Yeah,

mon,” Verley said pointing ahead to a teenage boy holding up a coconut on the nearby shore.

“Are yah thirsty?”We drifted over to the bank and the coconut vendor. He and Verley chatted in

patois while Julia and I drank the milk of a large coconut through a hole cut in the top. Unlike

the coconuts found in most supermarkets, these have a lot of milk. After we finished the milk,

Verley borrowed the vendor’s machete and with a quick whip-like motion, cut open the coconut

exposing the translucent jelly meat. Then he cut two rough spoons from the shell and showed

us how to use them to scoop out the jelly. Refreshed, we continued down the river.After awhile

we came to an area where a large rock formation protruded out of the water. The main channel

went to the left and a smaller channel went to the right, where it formed a moss-covered

narrow canyon between the rock and the steep bank, about ten feet wide and twenty feet

tall.“Dis is Lovers Lane,” Verley said, with a suggestive grin. “Errol Flynn named it dis and ‘e

came ‘ere wit’ many women. Most captains cayn’t go t’rough de lane. But I cayn take ya. When

we get in de middle, I turn me back and ya kiss,” he said.Verley poled us through the tunnel

and I kissed Julia as we went through.“Ev’ry day, mon, ya must renew ya love like dis,” Verley

said, turning back to look at us as we floated into the quiet pool on the other side of the lane. “If

ya doan’t renew ya love ev’ry day, it will nah stay de same or grow, mon. It will get less. Dat is

why ev’ry day ya and yah wife must renew yah love. Ev’ry day me and my wife, we renew our

love. We ‘ave been married 26 years and we still love each ot’er very much. Ya see, mon needs

womon and womon needs mon.”“Why do you say that, Verley?” Julia asked.“Because in DE

BEginnin’,” he replied, raising his voice when he said “DE BEginnin,” so that you seem to

experience “DE BEginnin,” “dere was mon and womon, as JAH made dem ta be toget’er. And if

mon doan’t ‘ave a womon or if womon doan’t ‘ave a mon, den dere minds always be restless,

nevah at peace, always looking for de ot’er.” (“JAH” is the Rasta word for God. It is an

abbreviation of Jehovah or Yahweh, the Hebrew word for God.)Julia and I looked into each

other’s eyes and smiled. We continued to drift, eager to hear what Verley might come out with

next. Around a few more bends, he spotted a man working in a small grove of banana trees. He

and Verley conversed in patois until we drifted out of hearing range.“What was that about?” I

asked, curious about his everyday life.“I buy some young banana suckers from ‘im last week

and I told ‘im I pay ‘im dis week,” He said matter of factly. “About a month ago, de river flooded

and it washed away all me crops and me goats. Now I must start a new garden so I buy de

trees from ‘im.”“That sounds pretty bad,” Julia said. “Is that the first time that the river flooded

your land?”“Dis is a new place,” Verley continued. “In me old place, ev’ry morning I had to carry

my six children on my back ta cross de river ta catch de school bus. And ev’ry afternoon, I ‘ave

ta carry dem back over when de bus left dem off. If I am working dat day, dey ‘ave to wait two

or three hours, before I cayn carry dem. It rains a lot and dey doan’t like waiting in de rain so

we moved ta land me grandmother owns on de ot’er side of de river. I didn’t know it floods

where I put de garden and de goats.”“You’ve got six children? Your house must get kinda

noisy,” I said, knowing they must all live in one or two rooms.“Nah get noisy, mon. I tell dem dey

musin’ fight in de house, so dey not fight,” he replied, describing some of the best parenting

skills I had heard in years.“Is it tough to support them on your pay?” I asked, thinking how hard



it must be.“Yah, mon. We not get paid much money on dis job. We get twenty five dollars a trip

but I give some of it to anot’er raft captain who is too old ta work,” he said.

Fifteen minutes later, we pulled into the small rafting office at Berridale. About twenty captains

with their rafts were hanging around the river’s edge. Perine told Julia and I to stay behind as

she arranged for the other six couples to be assigned raft captains and we waited until they

were out of sight around the first bend. Then she told the raft dispatcher that she wanted Verley

Valentine as our captain. As we walked out to meet him, Perine handed Julia a small ganja

spliff (the equivalent of a large marijuana joint) and some matches.“Wit’ dis and Verley, yah will

feel much bettah by de end of de trip. Ya see,” she said with an impish grin.Perine called his

name and Verley came strolling out of the nearby bamboo thicket. They greeted each other

warmly and chatted in patois, which is a mixture of Pidgin English plus some Rastafarian slang.

Officially, English is the language of Jamaica but the island is really bilingual. Patois is more

widely spoken, especially in the rural areas or by the poorer citizens. Often interspersed with

witty proverbs and off-color idioms to outwit the listener, it is a very musical dialect, with its own

unique rhythm and cadence. As one author has described it, Jamaicans talking sound

pleasantly like a “child’s ball bouncing down the stairs.”Since they were speaking patois, I had

no idea what Verley and Perine said to each other but their laughter and smiles needed no

translation. Verley had the face of a 50-year old and the trim muscular body of a man half that

age. When he first walked out of the bamboo he looked a little serious but once he started to

smile and laugh I knew he was a kind, gentle soul. He ushered us to the river’s edge where his

raft was tied and, like a king, assisted us on to his raft.We waved goodbye to Perine and

pushed off from the bank. Verley started to slowly pole us down the river. As we rounded the

first bend I lit up the spliff. Smoking herb is rare for me and much rarer for Julia. Though I had

smoked my share in the counterculture years of the 60s and 70s, now I only smoked a few

times a year, mostly with friends. Julia, who has a strong reaction to almost any substance, had

smoked herb maybe five times in her life. But, hey! We were in Jamaica poling down a drop-

dead beautiful river through the majestic jungle-covered Blue Mountains. The Rio Grande is

crystal clear unless it’s been raining. You can float for six miles through beautiful tropical rain

forests on twenty-foot rafts made of large bamboo poles tied together by wire. There is a low

bamboo chair toward the back that can hold two people, maybe three if one is a child. Each raft

is guided by its captain, specially trained to take you down the usually slow-moving river.“Hey,

Verley, want a toke?” I asked after awhile.“No, mon,” he said turning toward us with a smile. “I

used ta smoke eight spliffs a day but me quit two years ago.”“Why’d you quit?” Julia asked.“I ‘ad

some stomach problems. I doan’t t’ink it was because of de ganja but I quit smokin’ and drinkin’

alcohol because de doctor said ta. But it alright wit’ me if yah smoke it. No problem, mon.”We

all lapsed into a comfortable silence as Julia and I inhaled a few hits from our spliff, drifting

along enjoying the quiet and beauty of the surroundings with the ganja deepening the sense of

peace. I soon learned Jamaican ganja is much more powerful than the marijuana commonly

smoked in the States. The weed has been grown throughout the island since 1845 when it was

brought there by indentured laborers from India. Though it was outlawed early on, it is

estimated that over 60 percent of Jamaicans, from all social and economic strata, smoke it.As

we floated down the river, Verley gently began to sing a popular Harry Belafonte song from the

1950s, “Jamaica Farewell”:Down the way where the nights are gay And the sun shines daily on

the mountain top I took a trip on a sailing ship And when I reach Jamaica I made a stopBut I’m

sad to say, I’m on my way Won’t be back for many a day My heart is down, my head is turning

around I had to leave a little girl in Kingston townHe had a deep clear voice and blended



seamlessly with the surroundings, more like hearing a native bird sing than a human. Julia and

I quietly joined him and then we all drifted back into a silence broken only by the gentle lapping

of the river against the bamboo raft.“Yeah, mon,” Verley said pointing ahead to a teenage boy

holding up a coconut on the nearby shore. “Are yah thirsty?”We drifted over to the bank and

the coconut vendor. He and Verley chatted in patois while Julia and I drank the milk of a large

coconut through a hole cut in the top. Unlike the coconuts found in most supermarkets, these

have a lot of milk. After we finished the milk, Verley borrowed the vendor’s machete and with a

quick whip-like motion, cut open the coconut exposing the translucent jelly meat. Then he cut

two rough spoons from the shell and showed us how to use them to scoop out the jelly.

Refreshed, we continued down the river.After awhile we came to an area where a large rock

formation protruded out of the water. The main channel went to the left and a smaller channel

went to the right, where it formed a moss-covered narrow canyon between the rock and the

steep bank, about ten feet wide and twenty feet tall.“Dis is Lovers Lane,” Verley said, with a

suggestive grin. “Errol Flynn named it dis and ‘e came ‘ere wit’ many women. Most captains

cayn’t go t’rough de lane. But I cayn take ya. When we get in de middle, I turn me back and ya

kiss,” he said.Verley poled us through the tunnel and I kissed Julia as we went through.“Ev’ry

day, mon, ya must renew ya love like dis,” Verley said, turning back to look at us as we floated

into the quiet pool on the other side of the lane. “If ya doan’t renew ya love ev’ry day, it will nah

stay de same or grow, mon. It will get less. Dat is why ev’ry day ya and yah wife must renew

yah love. Ev’ry day me and my wife, we renew our love. We ‘ave been married 26 years and we

still love each ot’er very much. Ya see, mon needs womon and womon needs mon.”“Why do

you say that, Verley?” Julia asked.“Because in DE BEginnin’,” he replied, raising his voice when

he said “DE BEginnin,” so that you seem to experience “DE BEginnin,” “dere was mon and

womon, as JAH made dem ta be toget’er. And if mon doan’t ‘ave a womon or if womon doan’t

‘ave a mon, den dere minds always be restless, nevah at peace, always looking for de

ot’er.” (“JAH” is the Rasta word for God. It is an abbreviation of Jehovah or Yahweh, the Hebrew

word for God.)Julia and I looked into each other’s eyes and smiled. We continued to drift, eager

to hear what Verley might come out with next. Around a few more bends, he spotted a man

working in a small grove of banana trees. He and Verley conversed in patois until we drifted out

of hearing range.“What was that about?” I asked, curious about his everyday life.“I buy some

young banana suckers from ‘im last week and I told ‘im I pay ‘im dis week,” He said matter of

factly. “About a month ago, de river flooded and it washed away all me crops and me goats.

Now I must start a new garden so I buy de trees from ‘im.”“That sounds pretty bad,” Julia said.

“Is that the first time that the river flooded your land?”“Dis is a new place,” Verley continued. “In

me old place, ev’ry morning I had to carry my six children on my back ta cross de river ta catch

de school bus. And ev’ry afternoon, I ‘ave ta carry dem back over when de bus left dem off. If I

am working dat day, dey ‘ave to wait two or three hours, before I cayn carry dem. It rains a lot

and dey doan’t like waiting in de rain so we moved ta land me grandmother owns on de ot’er

side of de river. I didn’t know it floods where I put de garden and de goats.”“You’ve got six

children? Your house must get kinda noisy,” I said, knowing they must all live in one or two

rooms.“Nah get noisy, mon. I tell dem dey musin’ fight in de house, so dey not fight,” he replied,

describing some of the best parenting skills I had heard in years.“Is it tough to support them on

your pay?” I asked, thinking how hard it must be.“Yah, mon. We not get paid much money on

dis job. We get twenty five dollars a trip but I give some of it to anot’er raft captain who is too

old ta work,” he said.“Does every captain do that?” I asked, impressed with this homemade

retirement plan.“Yah, mon, ev’ry captain get an apprentice when he get old and de young

captain ‘elp us,” he replied. “Dere no ot’er pension plan ‘ere on de river.”“Do you work every



day?” Julia asked.“Nah, mon, dis is my first job in ten days. De tourist nah come ‘ere much dis

time of year,” Verley answered.The average Jamaican earns $3,300.00 a year yet they pay

roughly the same prices for their consumer goods as Americans.“Yah, mon, it’s tough,” Verley

replied, his voice showing no great worry or stress. “But we make it. It’s been tougher dis

month. De garden flood and dem goats drown and dem were new goats, too. Yah mon. Last

month, a neighbor’s dogs, dey kill five of me goats. I kept telling de neighbor to tie up ‘is dogs

because dey keep bot’ering me goats but he just laughed. And den de dogs kill my goats. He

doan’t even say ‘e sorry. De police say I cayn kill ‘is dogs and take ‘im to court but I doan’t do

nuttin’.”We lapsed into silence as I pondered his predicament. After we floated awhile longer,

he softly sang another Belafonte song.Day-o, day-ay-ay-oDaylight come and me wan’ go

homeDay-o, day-ay-ay-oDaylight come and me wan’ go homeWork all night on a drink of rum

Daylight come and me wan’ go home Stack banana till de morning come Daylight come and

me wan’ go home Day-o, day-ay-ay-oDaylight come and me wan’ go home Day-o, day-ay-ay-

oDaylight come and me wan’ go homeCome, Mister tally man, tally me banana Daylight come

and me wan’ go homeCome, Mister tally man, tally me banana Daylight come and me wan’ go

home Day-o, day-ay-ay-oDaylight come and me wan’ go home Day-o, day-ay-ay-oDaylight

come and me wan’ go home“Ya know de ot’er day I was listen’ to de radio,” Verley continued

after he finished singing. “Dere was a news story about a mon who ‘ad a large sugar cane field.

One night, someone cut ‘is cane and stole it and ‘e got plenty mad. De next day ‘e saw a

neighbor walking down de road eatin’ sugar cane and he ask de mon, ‘Is dat me cane?’. De

mon say, ‘Nah, is not ya cane’ but dey got into a fight and dis man ‘e kill ‘is neighbor because ‘e

believed ‘e stole ‘is cane. When de community ‘ear dat ‘e killed dis mon, dey get so mad dey

pull de mon out of ‘is ‘ouse and kill ‘im.”Verley paused as we pondered his story.“But I nuh ‘urt

me neighbor even though ‘e ‘urt me. It’s not me way. If dis was dis ot’er mon’s way, ‘e and ‘is

neighbor be alive today.”Around the next bend Verley pulled the raft over on a rock bar and

started to rummage through some debris that had gathered around a log. His movements were

quick and agile, like an eager child scampering on an Easter egg hunt. As he searched, the

back end of the raft started to turn down stream with the current and it was clear that soon the

journey might continue without our captain.“Hey, Verley,” Julia yelled. “See you at the other

end.”“No problem, mon,” he said with a knowing grin. Finally he had found what he was looking

for and hopped back on the raft at the last possible second. He walked to where we were sitting

and put four beautiful seeds, about the size of a silver dollar, into Julia’s hands.“Des are coca

seeds. Dey bring luck and love,” he said heading back to the front, obviously pleased with his

gift and himself.“Verley, how do you get your raft back up the river?” I asked.“Yah, mon, I have

to drag it up tomorrow. I put a rope over my shoulder and tie it ‘ere to de front of de raft,” he

answered, pointing to a wire loop. “Den I walk in de water or on de bank and drag it back.

Some captains dey pay ta bring dere rafts back in a big truck but dat ‘urt de raft and it costs

five dollars.”“How long does it take to haul back up?” I asked, again impressed by this man’s

vibrancy and optimistic attitude as I learned more of his everyday reality.“If de river is quiet,

maybe fours hours. If de river is fast, maybe six,” he replied.Around another bend, two young

men were sitting on the bank, one with an old acoustic guitar. As he started to play and sing,

his business partner waded out to the raft holding a half coconut shell for donations. We

dropped in a few dollars.“Do yah want a Red Stripe beer, mon?” he said pointing to the cooler

on the beach, full of Jamaica’s national beer.“No thanks, “ I answered, still refreshed from the

coconut milk.“‘Ow about a spliff, mon?” he asked, smiling.“Thanks but we haven’t finished this

one,” I said and we all laughed.Every now and then we would pass other vendors or farmers

along the shore. Verley knew everyone and they shouted in patois for as long as the river



would allow the conversation to last. It was comforting to watch their relaxed

interchanges.“How long have you been doing this, Verley?” Julia asked.“I’m on de river 23

years now,” he replied with obvious pride.“Verley, this river has made you a wise man,” I said,

contemplating the reality of spending 23 years floating down this beautiful river, working out all

your day-to-day problems. Like our waiters and our tour bus guides, I was taken by his

confidence and sense of calm.Then I had an epiphany. It came all at once without my mind

traveling down any particular progression of thinking. It came complete and certain. It could

have been the ganja, the river, Verley or JAH or all of them together. I turned to Julia and said

“I’m going to write a book about the wisdom of the Rastas and Bob Marley.“Sounds like a great

idea,” Julia replied, a huge ganja grin on her face, liking the idea.At the mouth of the river,

Verley pulled the raft over at a take-out point located at an old resort. We thanked him

profusely, exchanged addresses and gave him a tip along with our masks and snorkel, feeling

he deserved much more for the trip. Perine and the bus were waiting for us.“How was it? You’re

feeling much bettah, I bet,” she said with a knowing grin.“Yah, mon,” Julia said with a wink.“I

knew yah would,” Perine replied. “Verley me blood, me cousin. He ‘as a Rasta ‘eart.”Back in

Blowing Rock, our mountain home, I quickly settled back into my day-to-day routine. I was

finishing up A Psychedelic Odyssey: Memoirs of an Ex-Hippie. The book chronicles my

adventures traveling in the counterculture of the late sixties and early seventies. During those

tumultuous years, I had heard some about the Rastas and had quickly recognized the obvious

similarities between the Rastas and the hippies. Both let their hair and beards grow, both strove

for a more organic diet and freedom from materialism and both smoked marijuana. Both

groups believed “the Establishment” (“Babylon” to the Rastas) to be in need of major healing

and awakening. Both groups attempted to interact with it in a limited fashion or to secede from

it into communes or rural areas.Both hippies and Rastas were ridiculed and often met with

disdain, condemnation and occasionally, brutality. Two back-to-the-land, antiEstablishment,

long-haired, bearded, pot-smoking sub-cultures, espousing peace and love, from two very

different roots. Many hippies went to Jamaica in the 60s and 70s to check out their “island

brothers and sisters.” Some stayed.However, unlike our Jamaican counterparts, hippies were

not born into poverty and oppression, but rather in affluence and permissiveness. We were

“haves” masquerading as “have nots.” The vast majority of the flower children have now

blended in and rejoined the main culture. Perhaps we have returned to Babylon to irradiate it

with a new awareness. The Rastas had no comfortable, seductive nest to return to. Because of

this, they continued seeking a purer lifestyle.Whereas the 60s counterculture began as a social

and political protest, Rastafari began as a spiritual movement. Because of this, the Rastas had

one other thing that many hippies lacked––a deep belief in God, JAH. Like so many people

who have experienced painful lives, either through oppression, traumatic childhoods or events

they found comfort in the Divine.After we returned home, the magic continued. The day after

our return, I was telling the story of my inspiration for the book to two of our friends, Mike and

Diana Rubin. I told them I was planning several more trips to the island to meet the Rastas and

learn the beliefs behind their serenity. As I talked, Diana’s eyes widened with interest.“I’m from

Jamaica. My brother-in-law is Trevor Munroe, “ Diana said. “He’s a Jamaican senator and a

professor at the University of the West Indies. He’s been involved in Jamaican politics for over

thirty years, mostly fighting for the rights of the people. I know he would be glad to help

you.”The next day we were telling John, a neighbor across the street about the book and he

said, “My son and his wife just spent a year in rural Jamaica teaching Spanish. They’ll be in

town in a few weeks and I know they’d love to talk to you. In fact they just had a daughter, who

they named Marley.”Chapter 2The Book Begins“Nonviolence is the answer to the crucial moral



and political ques tions of our time: the need for man to overcome oppression and violence

without resorting to oppression and violence. Man must evolve for all human conflict a method

which rejects revenge, aggression and retalia tion. The foundation of such a method is love.”––

Dr. Martin Luther King's Nobel Prize acceptance speechIn January 2001, three months after

our first trip, I returned to Jamaica to begin this book. I decided to spend a week back in Port

Antonio. It was off the beaten path and away from the more populated tourist areas. I figured

that it would be a good place to meet Rastas. Also, I wanted to spend more time with Verley. A

few weeks before returning, I called Trevor Munroe and he agreed to meet with me and have

dinner the night I arrived in Kingston. I also called Dennis Forsythe, a Rasta attorney in

Kingston who had written a book, Rastafari: The Healing Of The Nations. Dennis agreed to join

me for breakfast my first morning after arriving. Also, to quickly explain my intentions, Julia had

created a beautiful cover for the book.Shortly before I left, I called the Rio Grande rafting office

to set up several trips with Verley. I was looking forward to hearing more from this bush

philosopher. When I finally reached his dispatcher, I was surprised to learn that during my stay

he and his wife would be in England visiting his parents. This threw me off as I had hoped he

would not only be a continuing source of wisdom but perhaps he would lead me to others as

well. Plus I was astonished at the thought of Verley in London. Where did he get the money?

From his parents? How would he do in a modern city? However, as I got to know more about

the Jamaican people, I realized how truly international and well-travelled they really are at

almost all economic levels. With Verley off the island, I had no contacts at all for my week in

Port Antonio. Later I would see how Verley’s absence was another one of those coincidences

that guided me through my journey.Arriving in Kingston, I rented a car and drove to the Hilton

Hotel quickly adjusting to driving on the left. As I pulled on the the main highway, a large

billboard greeted me with a huge picture of Bob Marley which read: “‘Exodus’ selected ‘Album

of the Century’ by Time magazine and ‘One Love’ chosen by the BBC as ‘Anthem of the

Millennium’.” Below that in large letters was written “One Love! Jamaica’s Message to the

World.” My radio was already set to IRIE, the local reggae channel, which was playing a lot of

Bob Marley in honor of his birthday coming up later that week.Kingston was a mixture of both

the First World and the Third World. Except for passing two large prisons and several

windshield-washing hustlers, the drive from the airport to the hotel looked liked a typical

depressed American city. However, this route avoided the heavy slum areas such as Trench

Town and Dung Hill.Dinner with the Munroes was a good introduction to the country. Ingrid,

Trevor’s wife and Kinshasa and David, his daughter and son-in-law, joined us for dinner in the

hotel’s dining room. Kinshasa is a human resource professional and David is a businessman

and lawyer. Trevor is a thin, fit and vibrant man. He had been part of Jamaican politics for more

than 30 years. He had always been a people’s rights advocate and had machete scars on his

back from when he had been attacked during a labor dispute to prove it. I had read a book of

his speeches and I was greatly impressed with the clarity of his thinking, as well as his

persistent commitment to improving the lives of the Jamaican people. Earlier in his career he

had skirted with Communism as a response to the deep injustice and inequities of the

Jamaican post-independence society. “We erroneously thought we could beat down Babylon

through this ideology,” he told me over dinner. However, he was now committed to working

within the Jamaican democratic process which he had helped form.Trevor had also introduced

a bill into the Jamaican Parliament to decriminalize marijuana. He said that it was in committee

being studied and he thought it would pass into law (in August 2001, the committee

recommended personal use of ganja be made legal. The U.S. vehemently objected,

threatening economic sanctions).During dinner everyone seemed eager to share their views,



not only regarding the Rastas but also about Jamaica itself. I could sense these people truly

loved their country, despite all its problems. They felt that Jamaica was always gyrating out of

balance in one area, then righting itself before it got out of balance in another. However, they

believed that the spiral was heading upwards with conditions slowly improving.As we spoke

about the Rastas, opinions diverged. Everyone at the table agreed that the people of Jamaica

had become much more accepting of the Rastas. Before the 70s, Rastas had often been

persecuted by the authorities, who viewed them as a threat to tourism, to the island’s

impressionable youth and to Jamaica’s worldwide image. They were arrested and beaten by

the police for crimes they didn’t commit and given stiff prison sentences even for ganja

possession. Their dreadlocks, some taking 20 or more years to grow, were cut off when they

were in custody or even when they were stopped at roadblocks. They weren’t even allowed to

board a plane out of Jamaica with dreads. Their fellow citizens turned on them as Jamaicans

told their children Rastas were evil people and they should cross the street if they saw one

coming. They were oppressed by the oppressed.By the 1960s, the Jamaican establishment

was becoming more and more alarmed by the growing number of Rastas. With its

independence from England in 1962, the political and business leaders of the island were

fearful that these highly visible “eccentrics” would send the wrong message to both tourists and

potential business investors. They wanted the world to view the new independent Jamaicans

as hard-working, clean-cut citizens. The back-to-the-land, ganja-smoking, dreadlocked Rastas

did not mesh with this image.The status of the Rastas improved in the 1970s when prime

minister Michael Manley insisted that the government, especially the police and military, treat

them with the same respect due any other citizen. However, though their status is greatly

improved, harassment of Rasta continues even though they have become a main draw of

Jamaica’s tourism industry.

Rasta Way of Life: Rastafari Livity Book, The Kebra Nagast: The Lost Bible of Rastafarian

Wisdom and Faith (The Essential Wisdom Library), Jah Rastafari: Rasta Beliefs & Way of Life,

Convert to Rastafari (Rastafarianism Books for Beginners): 85 Tips, Principles & Teachings to

Convert to Rastafari, How to Become a Rasta: Rastafari, Rasta Beliefs & Rastafarian Culture

(Rastafarianism for Beginners), Hippie Woman Wild: A Memoir of Life & Love on an Oregon

Commune, Ital Rasta eCookbook: 12 Ital food Recipes for a Rastafarian Diet (Rastafarian

cookbook/Rastafarian diet recipes for the beginner Rastafari), Rasta Rules: 144 Rastafarian

Rules, Laws and Regulations (Rastafarianism Rule Book for Romantic Relationships, How to

Dress as Rasta, Rasta Use of Technology, Cooking Ital Food & More,), Jah Rastafari Prayers:

22 King Selassie I & Empress Menen Prayers, With Healing Bible Psalms, A Journey to the

Roots of Rastafari: The Essene Nazarite Link, Rastafari; Beliefs & Principles: Rasta beliefs &

Principles about Zion and Babylon and the Bible, Ja Making Me Hungry!: Top 50 Vegan

Jamaican Recipes Made Easy (Vegan, vegan cookbook for beginners,Vegan Diet, Vegan) Her

Women Men Wife, The Rastafarians: Twentieth Anniversary Edition, How to Become a

Rastafari King: 90 Principles & Tips for Men to Convert to Rastafari

Elpie von Schonberg, “Keep a highlighter close!. This is one of the best books that I've read in

a long time (and I read A LOT!) I didn't want it to end."Rasta Heart" is a mixture of history ( 2-3

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/gPlnL/Rasta-Heart-A-Journey-into-One-Love-Robert-Roskind


page entries on slavery in Jamaica, Bob Marley, the Maroons, amongst others), essays on

current topics relevant to Rastas today (such as marijuana legalization, food politics, animal

welfare, the Ital diet and why it's so important, etc.), and transcribed conversations that the

Roskinds had with Jamaican Rastas. The Rasta conversations were my favorite- full of ways to

live the concept of ONE LOVE in our daily lives and inspiration to make us want to do so. So

"upful!"It was full of wonderful, heart changing insights that truly changed the way that I see the

world and my relationships with other people (thus the title of the review-- my copy of the book

is now full of underlining, margin notes, and highlighted portions.) This is a great book for

anyone with an interest in Rastafari or anyone on a spiritual path of ANY kind (because the

basis for all spiritual growth is love.)A big thank you to the authors for putting this inspirational,

positive, life changing book together! An amazing read! Highly recommended!”

wandering monk, “Love for the healing of the world. Even though this book was written twenty

years ago, we need its message now, more than ever. Even though despair over the power of

hate is rampant, love is more powerful still. If you need a good dose of hope, here you will find

it.”

Saied Esfandiarfard, “I enjoyed reading the book. I enjoyed reading the book. Having said that

the most intriguing question that comes to mind is that is there a chance for peace on earth

today. Is there a solution to the world's problem. There are currently 10 active wars and 8

military conflicts going on as of this writing. Rasta believes the road to peace is within one's

heart and soul and not what has been implanted by institutionalized teaching ( Babylon) whose

primary objective and pillars are in three fundamental categories ( Violence, War/Crime and

Hate) . I believe some readers are automatically assuming that Babylon only refers to US or

GB but it is not. Babylon refers to corrupt churches, mosque, synagogue and all forms of

oppression imposed by mind control and powers to be all over the globe including in Jamaica

itself. Just look around you and you see a huge divide between simple ordinary people around

the globe. Rasta word of wisdom as the great Dennis Brown put it is in the simplest mind and

as great Mr. Gregory Isaacs put it is "only love will conquer the world". Peace and love. I salute

Rasta for its great and kind contribution to human race. Peace and love and respect.”

reiki, “great.. arrived on time and was signed by .... great..arrived on time and was signed by

the authour..wow!”

Markie, “Five Stars. Excellent book”

The book by Robert Roskind has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 42 people have provided feedback.
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